Predicting functions for novel amino acid sequences is a long-standing research problem. The 8 Uniprot database which contains protein sequences annotated with Gene Ontology (GO) terms, 9 is one commonly used training dataset for this problem. Predicting protein functions can then 10 be viewed as a multi-label classification problem where the input is an amino acid sequence and 11 the output is a set of GO terms. Recently, deep convolutional neural network (CNN) models have 12 been introduced to annotate GO terms for protein sequences. However, the CNN architecture 13 can only model close-range interactions between amino acids in a sequence. In this paper, first, 14 we build a novel GO annotation model based on the Transformer neural network. Unlike the 15 CNN architecture, the Transformer models all pairwise interactions for the amino acids within a 16 sequence, and so can capture more relevant information from the sequences. Indeed, we show 17 that our adaptation of Transformer yields higher classification accuracy when compared to the 18 recent CNN-based method DeepGO. Second, we modify our model to take motifs in the protein 19 sequences found by BLAST as additional input features. Our strategy is different from other 20 ensemble approaches that average the outcomes of BLAST-based and machine learning predictors. 21 Third, we integrate into our Transformer the metadata about the protein sequences such as 3D 22 structure and protein-protein interaction (PPI) data. We show that such information can greatly 23 improve the prediction accuracy, especially for rare GO labels. 24 1 Introduction 25 Predicting protein functions is an important task in computational biology. With the cost of 26 sequencing continuing to decrease, the gap between the numbers of labeled and unlabeled 27 sequences continues to grow [18]. Protein functions are described by Gene Ontology (GO) 28 terms [16]. Predicting protein functions is a multi-label classification problem where the 29 input is an amino acid sequence and the output is a set of GO terms. GO terms are 30 organized into a hierarchical tree, where generic terms (e.g. cellular anatomical entity) 31 are parents of specific terms (e.g. perforation plate). Due to this tree structure, if a GO 32 term is assigned to a protein, then all its ancestors are also assigned to this same protein. 33 When analyzing only the amino acid sequence data to predict protein functions, there 34 are two major trends. The first trend relies on string-matching models like Basic Local 35 Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) to match the unknown sequence with labeled proteins 36 in the database [11]. Recently, Zhang et al. [18] combined BLAST with Position-Specific 37 Iterative Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (PSI-BLAST) to retrieve even more labeled 38 1 proteins which are possibly related to the unknown sequence. The key idea behind 39
where w = max n S psiblast n so that BLAST has a stronger weight when very close homologs the embeddings for the amino acids, for example E M and E S are the vectors representing 140 the amino acids M and S respectively. 141 Let E G be the embeddings for the GO labels, so that E G g 1 and E G g 2 are the vectors 142 representing the first and second GO label g 1 and g 2 respectively. E G is analogous to 143 Word2vec embedding; except in this case, instead of having a vector for each word in a 144 corpus, we will have a vector for each GO label in the train and test datasets. In this paper, 145 we set the vectors represent the amino acids and GO labels to be in the same dimension;
146 that is, E M and E G g 1 are vectors of the same size. To reduce the number of parameters, coil domain at position 409-440. In this case the 25 th amino acid is T and is inside the kinase motif; for this reason, it will have the vector E T + P 25 + R kinase . Likewise, the 410 th 161 amino acid is N and will have the vector E N + P 410 + R coiled coil . Amino acids outside any 162 key regions will not have region embedding added to them. Motifs can be found by using 163 PROSITE; fortunately, many labeled sequences in Uniprot already have this information 164 [5, 14] . 165 We now describe how the Transformer architecture in GOAT analyzes the input se- software manageable for all users, in this paper, we use only one head and so we will 169 exclude description of head. We will use 12 layers. The first layer takes as arguments the 170 vectors representing the input string. Here we simplify the notation, let w j be the vector 171 representing the j th element in the input string. For protein O54992 of length L = 473 172 and G number of GO labels, from the input string M SEDS · · · LP HEP Q g 1 · · · g G , we will 173 have for example w 25 = E T + P 25 + R kinase , and w 474 = E g 1 . At the first layer, we have The second layer takes the output of the first layer as its input, so that we have for any
where V i , Q i , K i are transformation functions for layer i. This layer i will have its own 184 linear transformations L i 1 and L i 2 to transform o ij . Again, loosely speaking, layer i computes 185 all pairwise interaction for the output from the previous layer i − 1.
186
At layer 12, we focus only on the output h 12,k corresponding to the GO labels. Let 187 us denote h 12,g i as the final output for the term g i . We use a single linear classifier 188 softmax(Ch 12,g i ) to return the presence and absence probability of g i for the input protein.
189
The same transformation C is applied to all labels, so that a set S of GO terms having similar h 12,g i∈S will have similar predictions.
191
At each label g i , the output h 12,g i encapsulates all the information from the amino acids 192 and from all the other labels, so that values which affect h 12,g i will also affect the output 193 h 12,g j at another label g j . Intuitively, with this fact and the fact that all labels share the 194 same classifier C, the prediction at g i and g j are to some degree correlated. We suspect 195 that Transformer can model co-occurrences of labels. To validate this, from the T-SNE 196 plot of the vectors h 12,g i in the result section, we observe that a label and its ancestors will 197 be nearby, even when their initial definition embeddings E g i in [6] are dissimilar, as is the 198 case when a term and its distant ancestors can have dissimilar definitions.
199
When there are metadata for the proteins, such as their embedding c p from a PPI 200 network, we can concatenate such embeddings into h 12,g i as in DeepGO. Next, we use a 201 two-layer fully connected classifier, softmax( C 1 (relu(C 2 [c p , h 12,g i ]))) to return the presence 202 and absence probability of g i , where C 1 and C 2 are shared for all the labels.
203
3 Results
204
We present three main results in the following sections. First, when using amino acid 205 sequence data alone as input, we show that our adaptation of Transformer in GOAT is 206 better than the CNN-based DeepGO at predicting protein functions. We will use the 207 name GOAT BASE and DeepGO BASE to indicate the base implementation in both models, 208 and ignore the subscripts when the context is clear. Second, we show that GOAT obtains 209 higher classification accuracy when it takes as extra inputs the motif information from 210 the protein sequences. We use the name GOAT MOTIF for this version of GOAT. We also 211 observe how the Transformer architecture in GOAT analyzes the motif information when 212 it predicts GO labels for an amino acid sequence. Third, because motif information is a key 213 input of GOAT, we integrate 3D-structure and PPI network metadata about the proteins 214 on top of our GOAT MOTIF to obtain even better prediction outcome. We use the name representations may be far apart. This fact implies that for Transformer to work well, to some degree it must learn the co-occurrences of labels and adjust E G so that any two 276 related GO labels (regardless of their frequencies in the train data, IC values and distance 277 to roots) will have comparable vectors. To observe that Transformer can implicitly learn 278 label co-occurrences, we compare the T-SNE plots of the input GO embedding E G and its 279 output h 12,g i from the Transformer layer 12 which is directly passed into the classification 280 layer.
281
For every input protein, we have a different value of h 12,g i for the same label g i be-282 cause h 12,g i is function of the vector representing the amino acids. We apply our trained 283 Transformer on the test set, and take the average h 12,g i over each input proteins in test data 284 (denoted ash 12,g i ). We computeh 12,g i from the test data because these proteins are not 285 seen in training and provide a more realistic evidence. We useh G 12 to denote the set of 286h 12,g i for all g i .
287 Figure 1 shows the representing GO:0016740 and GO:0003824 closer together.
295
The T-SNE plot ofh G 12 from Transformer shows that the red and blue nodes have tightly compacted into two dense clusters, and so there is room for further development.
301
In conclusion, Transformer weakly models the co-occurrences of labels even when such a 302 constraint is not explicitly enforced. 305 Before the introduction of neural network models, earlier methods often integrated BLAST 306 as a key component. BLAST retrieves annotated proteins in the database that share the 307 same conserved domains or motifs with the unknown sequence, and then assigns the GO 308 labels of these retrieved proteins to the unknown query. Loosely speaking, key domains 309 or motifs shared by the training sequences can then be considered as the key factors in 310 BLAST-based methods. In this section, we evaluate whether neural network models can 311 automatically learn these key patterns from the training sequences, and explain how to 312 introduce these patterns as input features to GOAT.
Domains and motifs in amino acid sequences as features

313
For fair comparison, we select a very strong BLAST baseline MetaGO BLAST fail to learn such key information, and needs these inputs to be explicitly provided. These Figure 2 : Heatmap of the attention values α jk in each layer when analyzing the protein kinase TBK1 (UniProtKB Q9UHD2). The three key regions of this sequence (separated by red lines) are explicitly given as inputs to the Transformer model. The first quadrant shows the interactions among the GO labels, the second shows contribution of amino acids toward the GO labels, the third shows interactions of amino acids among themselves, and the fourth shows contribution of GO labels toward the amino acids. STRING database to transform interacting proteins into similar vectors [1, 4] . Integrating CC data, but not for BP data (row 3 and 5). The PPI network data appears to be the most important factor; for example, GOAT MOTIF,3D is about the same as MetaGO BLAST , whereas 511 all the models with PPI network achieve higher R@k than MetaGO BLAST (Table 3) .
Protein vectors as features
512
When predicting biological processes, in the presence of PPI network embedding, the 513 other protein metadata and the types of neural network model for amino acid sequences 514 are not as important (Table 3 row 4, and 7-9). This result is an empirical evidence 515 supporting our earlier hypothesis that PPI network can dominate sequence information; 516 that is, two interacting proteins should be involved in the same biological processes even 517 when their sequences display dissimilar motifs, 3D structures, or any other types of hidden 518 information to be extracted by neural network models. In this paper, we introduce the novel GO annotation method with Transformer (GOAT).
528
We show that for predicting protein annotations, our Transformer architecture in GOAT 529 is better than the convolutional neural network in DeepGO. We then provide GOAT three 530 types of extra features: Domain information, 3D-structure and PPI network data. These 531 features further increase the accuracy of GOAT, but PPI network information has the most 532 impact.
533
Previous software MetaGO of Zhang et al.
[18] has also combined sequence data,
534
3D-structure and PPI network information to annotate GO labels. We emphasize that 535 in MetaGO, each type of metadata is used to build its own classifier, and then these 536 independent classifiers are then combined to produce the final prediction for a GO label 5 Appendix 566 Figure 3 : Heatmap of the attention values α jk in each layer. Motifs of the sequences are not explicitly given as inputs to this Transformer model.
